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Abstract – A dynamic simmering evolution is rapidly changing
the view of operations in video distribution. This paper
presumes a change is imminent in the primary value for the
service that video distribution companies provide. The
traditional video content distribution method is diminishing as:
video content becomes more available, broadcast in multiple
formats, and at ever higher quality from Internet-based content
delivery networks. To remain competitive and relevant, video
distributors not only have to maintain reliable delivery of high
quality video, they must also find ways to increase the value of
the service they provide, while keeping operational expenses in
check. There is a path to successfully navigating this change if
distributors are able to increase their revenue from consumers
and advertisers, while maintaining or decreasing costs through
innovative automation solutions.

As the addition of metadata to video content is adopted by the
industry, distributors will be able to facilitate new business and
revenue models – a key element to increasing the value of video
distributors and advertisers. This paper discusses some types
of metadata that are available, but under-utilized, given existing
standards. It also addresses howmetadata can be inserted into
the video content distribution process today, and the
importance of, and methods for, validating the existence and
accuracy of the metadata inserted into the video content
distribution path.

Audio is our most basic form of communication and has been a
primary method since the dawn of time. Starting at the
beginning of audible communications, “metadata” was added to
enhance and further refine the messages communicated
between humans. Initially the metadata was subtle in the form of
changes in pitch, tone, volume, etc., but even subtle metadata
made the message clear and concise. When the subtleties were
not noticed or ignored, the use of more onerous and obvious
audible signals to communicate more than just what the words,
music, or sounds being conveyed was implemented (e.g.
yelling.) The communications and media industry applied an
example of this same non-subtle signaling method to
audiovisual content in the form of DTMF tones.

In the early days of video distribution, local companies were
enticed to use the reach and captive nature of television to
advertise to potential customers within a defined geographical
region. The first advertising was to a national audience and then
advertisers wanted to reach a local over-the-air broadcast
market. As the number of possible television channels grew, the
dynamics of advertising changed. The rapid growth of
possibilities was magnified by the ubiquitous introduction of
cable as a distribution method. The increasing complexity of the
systemmade it impractical for human operators to manually
switch between a nationally distributed video source and
advertising content intended for local distribution. The broad
use and application of audio metadata in the form of DTFM
tones was utilized to cue the play out of local advertisements
automatically, without intervention and hopefully without the
errors, omissions and miscues created by a human operators.

DTMF tones are still widely used; however, since the evolution of
video encoding transitioned to digital, the ability to send cue
tones using the acknowledged standard SCTE 35 Digital

Types of metadata
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Program Insertion (DPI) format has becomemuchmore
common. The SCTE 35 standard allows video originators to
insert metadata into the video transport stream to communicate
enough information to DTH and cable operators so they can
replace nationally distributed content with regional or local
advertising content on the fly.

There are multiple methods and technologies utilized in the
process of inserting the metadata. Howmetadata is inserted in
the video distribution and broadcast process is discussed later
on in this paper.

The variety of metadata that can be packaged in a SCTE 35
message is significantly greater than what was previously
available in the historical and traditional use of DTMF tones. The
major issue with distribution today is that the vast majority of
network originators, DTH operators, and cable operators are not
taking advantage of the additional data fields available in SCTE
35messages. The result is a diminishing viewing experience
and effectiveness of advertisements. It is inevitable that the

companies funding the creation and distribution of content are
going to demand an improvement, especially as they find
validation in the one to one relationship being created with their
customers through bi-directional communications that Content
Delivery Networks (CDNs) can provide.

The SCTE 35may not be the only solution utilized in the future,
however today the standard allows for the following metadata:

– Keep alive

– A schedule of upcoming events

– Insert break

– Exact time to start break

– Break duration

– Break number

– Number of expected breaks

– Auto return to network

– Manual return to network

– Program ID

– Time signal

– Cancelation of a planned break

– Encryption algorithm to decode metadata

– Encryption code word

– Time adjustment value

– DTMF tone to be generated

– Segment identifier

– Segment duration

– Delivery restrictions for a segment

–Web delivery allowed for a segment

– Regional blackout for a segment

– Archiving allowed for a segment

– Receiving device restrictions for a segment

– Ad-ID

– UMID (SMPTE 330MUniversal Media ID)

– ISAN (International Standard Audiovisual Number)

– TID (TribuneMedia Systems ID)

– TI (Turner ID)

– ADI data (Cablelabs Asset Distribution Interface)

– EIDR (Digital Object ID assigned by Entertainment ID
Registry)

– Private data

Given the ability to precisely specify when local breaks start and
stop, why do so many local commercials on many networks and
distribution platforms end up starting and stopping at the wrong
times? This system failure virtually destroys (at a minimum
“defeating” through interruption in focus) the effectiveness of
either the national or local advertisements. The standards have
been created and exist to promote, enable and enhance more
precision than is being delivered today.

Identifiers

The SCTE 35 standard permits the inclusion of a number of
varied and different media asset identifiers. Present technology
solutions, when embedded within receiving systems, have the
ability to be aware of what specific media content is being
received. An important piece of information can be created
within the video by implementing this metadata. This information
enhances the distributor’s ability to provide more relevant and
valuable advertisements throughout the entire video distribution
chain. One example that anyone with a computer has
experienced is Google. The company has demonstrated that
presenting relevant advertisements to consumers interested in a
specific subject matter makes for good business and results in
sales. The primary reason the current video distribution industry
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exists and succeeds is due to advertising revenue – this the only
reason for freely accessible over-the-air broadcast video.

Today there are a number of identification systems available on
the market. The national and international network distributors
often have house codes used for identifying their content. The
International DOI (Digital Object Identifier) Foundation (IDF) is
the governing body that authorizes agencies to provide DOI
services and registrations. Entertainment Identifier Registry
(EIDR) is the IDF registration agent for movies, television shows,
and commercial audiovisual assets. EIDR has made significant
advancements towards identifying much of the world’s digital
media assets. Ad-ID is another system that has been successful
at identifying a substantial number of the world’s advertisement
media clips. There is some collaboration among the groups, but
no one de facto standard has been approved by all; and with
multiple agendas and expectations of the various memberships
it will be a daunting task to achieve standardization. The caveat
here is that the demand by advertisers and consumers for
more relevant ads may be the catalyst for a common standard,
if required.

It is becoming increasingly important to identify not just the
media asset, but also the distribution channels that were used to
transport a specific media asset to the final viewer or consumer.
Currently there is not a SCTE 35 field to hold data to identify the
distribution channels that were involved with delivery of a
particular asset, but the data can still be inserted into SCTE 35
messages by either adding acceptable identifiers or using the
“Private” data field.

The Private data field is a window of opportunity for the industry
to create innovation and methodology, enabling greater
awareness and demonstrates that the above list is just a small
selection of metadata that can be used to enhance the viewing
experience of video content. Imagine how the right metadata
can fuel additional business models, and enable video
distributors to add valuable and competitive services for their
customers: advertisers, other distributors, content providers,
and consumers.

As the network content originators make distributed video
networks available to CDNs, the requirement to provide web
enabled distribution metadata becomes very important so
CDNs can satisfy the restricted distribution rights of the content
owners. If CDNs are unable to fully comply with content owners’
distribution requirements, they face potential legal liabilities.

Furthermore, advertisers must be able to track effectiveness of
their advertisements and metadata is a key component to
making that possible – the current Nielson method is outdated.
The opportunity to implement new tracking standards and
methodology to meet demands is exciting and upon the
industry now.

Inserting metadata
in video content

Today, the most logical system to use for the triggering of
metadata insertion is “the play out automation system.” This
system sits at the origination point of every video network. It
already understands precisely what content is (or has) to be
distributed and the timing of the distribution. Present play out
automation systems provide network origination capability
effectively. These existing systems, because of their on- air
critical requirements, tend to be expensive and they are not
modified or updated very frequently. In fact, it is probable for
changing business requirements to out-pace the update cycle
for these types of expensive and critical systems.

The financial aspects are going to become even more intricate
as potential revenue may be gained or lost due to the
capabilities of any individual distribution network or method. The
cost realities of technical capability improvements end up
pacing business opportunities. As the technical evolution
continues to change in the area of metadata insertion, a video
distributor may be prevented from acquiring new business or
losing current business to a more efficient and capable operator.

Fortunately, there are methods, standards, and systems
available today that enable play out automation systems to
connect to encoding systems, which will permit the insertion of
multiple types of metadata. One such possibility is the SCTE 104
specification which defines how to insert metadata using
Vertical (V ANC) packets. The SCTE 104messages are then
received by the video encoding/compression system and
translated into SCTE 35messages. Many CDN encoders are
also able to receive SCTE 104messages directly via Ethernet,
so no V ANC embedding is required.
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The challenge in using SCTE 104messages involves getting
triggers and data from the play out automation system to build
the SCTE 104messages, and then insert those messages into
the uncompressed video stream. There are several technical
solutions currently available that enable play out automation
systems to connect to compression systems for this purpose.
The play out automation system sends a trigger to the
connection system, which then translates that trigger into the
proper SCTE 104message (or in some cases into a SCTE 35
message that is delivered to the compression multiplexer
through anMPEG over UDP data stream). The use of a
connection systemwill provide any play out automation solution
the capability of generating the necessary triggers.

There are two primary forms of triggers that are available. The
first is simply a copy of the play out automation play list. This list,
if accessible, might be able to be parsed so metadata insertion
triggers can be generated. The timing of the triggers, however,
would have to be synchronized with the play out server to
ensure the metadata is inserted at the right frames.

The second trigger method involves adding a control command
to the play out automation play list, which would send a
command to the connection system. The connection system
would then generate the metadata messages. Commands from
the play out automation system could be as simple as a general
purpose contact closure or as sophisticated as an IP data
packet sent via Ethernet. The advantage of using an IP data
packet as a trigger is the data packet can contain variable
information, such as splice times and content IDs, which can
then be inserted into the SCTE 104 or SCTE 35messages.

If SCTE 104messages are generated, then those messages
often need to be embedded into the VANC of the
uncompressed video stream. The embedding process requires
the use of specialized hardware capable of handling the
embedding. There are frame syncs, when

ordered with the correct options, which provide the required
embedding capability.

Currently, there are play out automation systems with the
capability of generating SCTE 104messages and sending them
to an IP destination. This method should work fine in situations
where the video output of the play out automation systems
always goes to the same video encoder. Presently it is quite
common for one video source to be routed to multiple encoders,

and when encoders fail, the same video source is routed to
different encoders. Having a solution that connects the play out
automation system to the encoding and compression system
enables a single trigger event from the play out automation
system to result in multiple and differently formatted metadata
messages that are delivered to different video streams and
encoders. The connection system should be able to redirect the
metadata messages to different encoders when backup
situations occur.

Validating metadata
in video content

Asmore business and revenue models are built around the
successful delivery of metadata in conjunction with video, the
need to validate the presence and accuracy of the metadata is
going to increase. The Advertiser and the Agency business
community have begun to aggressively investigate technology
that will generate and analyze the “big data” created to better
understand the target audience. These business communities
finance and drive the video distribution industry.

Monitoring the video stream for quality has always been
important. The ETSI TR 101 290 Digital Video Broadcasting
(DVB) Measurement Guidelines for DVB Systems document
identifies eight (8) parameters to measure and ensure MPEG
de-codability, and eight (8) parameters to measure continuously
or periodically. The quality of the video distributed is not going to
be the primary factor in the future (it is no less important), but
ensuring the delivery of the video along with the metadata will be
the key to successful distribution.

However, the parameters recommended in the guidelines
referenced above are not enough to validate the presence and
accuracy of metadata. The ProgramMap Table (PMT) of the
MPEG transport streammust be monitored to ensure that the
correct PIDs containing metadata are properly identified. Then
the packets of each metadata PID must be monitored to validate
the contents of the SCTE 35messages that should be
contained in those PIDs.
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If a systemmonitors all the messages contained in the PIDs that
carry metadata, then a log should be created and archived. That
log will be valuable when a customer registers a complaint
alleging a missing metadata message or complains of a
metadata message that contains wrong information. The log
may also be valuable if it is used to generate as-run information
for billing purposes. But, simply monitoring and logging the
messages within the PIDs is not enough.

The ability to solve a dispute after an error has occurred is
paramount. However, it’s also important to recognize disputes
about missing or inaccurate metadata are only brought to
someone’s attention after the error has been occurring for some
length of time, or after a customer has complained. The
customer in this situation could be: an advertiser, another
distributor, a content provider, or a consumer. All of these
customers should be satisfied with the video content
distribution services they have paid to receive.

Therefore, it becomes imperative for video content distributors
to be made aware of errors before they become apparent to the
customer. Errors must be detected and corrected quickly to
maintain good business relationships. The ubiquitous
distribution of new automated solutions and systems will enable
this capability.

Designing a Solution:

Creating a solution that will detect when metadata is missing or
inaccurate requires a secondary system to be made aware of
what and whenmetadata should be present. The
implementation of a validation system (the secondary system) is
necessary to provide watchdog capability. The validation system
requires a copy of the initial triggers generated by the play out
automation system. The validation system also requires real-
time access to the data contained in the final transport stream.
Access to the transport stream can either be direct access to
the necessary data packets or real-time feedback from
transport stream probes that are configured to provide the
desired parameter data and metadata packet payloads.

When the validation system is aware of the triggers resulting in
metadata insertion and the delivered transport stream, then the
validation system can reconcile the two data sets and raise an
alarm when a discrepancy is identified. It is important to make
sure that the system used to connect the play out automation
system to the encoding and compression system does not use

the same software modules as the system providing the
monitoring

and validation capability. If there is a problem in one system, it
should not affect the other to ensure the detection of an issue is
not compromised.

This same validation method and philosophy can be applied to
diagnose where a problemmay be occurring within the
distribution chain. Validation check points only need to be
identified at key transition junctions in the distribution chain. At
those check points, sample the video content and extract the
metadata for analysis. Any point where the metadata does not
exist or is incorrect will eliminate any downstream equipment
from being the cause of errors or erroneous alarms.

Some check points may need to be monitored all the time, such
as the output of a backup encoding and compression system
whose output is not currently monitored for metadata. Other
check points may need to be checked only when a problem is
detected on the confidence return feed. The right solution
design will be able to automatically route intermediate check
points to the validation system and quickly identify where a
problem is most likely being introduced.

Conclusion

As access to video content continues to get easier, consumers
are able to resist, block, ignore or bypass advertisements they
do not find relevant or interesting. Video distributors will be
required to innovate and find better ways to engage with all of
their customers, or ultimately go out of business. To meet the
changing market and provide advertisers higher quality and
reliability, as well as methodology to better connect to
consumers, video distribution must evolve.
As the evolution continues, it will be an imperative to provide
downstream distributors the metadata they require to make
further distribution more efficient and local advertisement
insertions more accurate. Distributors must augment content
with metadata that allows content providers to enhance the
value of their offerings. Finally, metadata is available and
currently a solution that can be used to engage more with
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consumers, further increasing the value that video content
distributers offer.

Video content distributors must work with their customers to
create new business and revenue models by enhancing the
video content with metadata. To be successful, video
distributors must have flexible solutions enabling experiments
with newmetadata additions to learn what works and what does
not. Lastly, the video distributors will have to be able to validate
that metadata

was delivered and received, and have solutions and systems
that are aware when differences are realized during real-time
reconciliation.
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